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Abstract We present results from laboratory experiments in a wave flume with and without a sediment
bed to investigate the turbulent structure and sediment dynamics of wave-supported mud layers. The pres-
ence of sediment on the bed significantly alters the structure of the wave boundary layer relative to that
observed in the absence of sediment, increasing the TKE by more than a factor of 3 at low wave orbital
velocities and suppressing it at the highest velocities. The transition between the low and high-velocity
regimes occurs when ReD ’ 450, where ReD is the Stokes Reynolds number. In the low-velocity regime
(ReD < 450) the flow is significantly influenced by the formation of ripples, which enhances the TKE and
Reynolds stress and increases the wave boundary layer thickness. In the high-velocity regime (ReD > 450)
the ripples are significantly smaller, the near-bed sediment concentrations are significantly higher and den-
sity stratification due to sediment becomes important. In this regime the TKE and Reynolds stress are lower
in the sediment bed runs than in comparable runs with no sediment. The regime transition at ReD5450
appears to result from washout of the ripples and increased concentrations of fine sand suspended in the
boundary layer, which increases the settling flux and the stratification near the bed. The increased stratifica-
tion damps turbulence, especially near the top of the high-concentration layer, reducing the layer thickness.
We anticipate that these effects will influence the transport capacity of wave-supported gravity currents on
the continental shelf.

1. Introduction

Rivers carry large volumes of terrestrially derived sediments to the coast and discharge them onto the conti-
nental shelf [Milliman and Meade, 1983], where they are dispersed by shelf processes [Nittrouer and Wright,
1994; Wheatcroft et al., 2007]. These processes determine how sediment is redistributed on the shelf [Wright
et al., 1997, 1999, 2001] and whether it is transported off the shelf into the abyssal ocean. This latter out-
come is of particular importance because it represents a flux of sediment, carbon, and nutrients out of the
shelf system into the abyssal ocean where it is no longer available to the coastal ecosystem.

Once they have been discharged into shelf waters, river-borne sediment may settle near the river mouth or
further from the mouth [Geyer et al., 2000; McPhee-Shaw et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2004]. The sediment depo-
sition depends on the ratio of sediment to freshwater discharge [Wright and Friedrichs, 2006], flocculation
[Safak et al., 2013], or other processes such as convective instabilities due to particle settling in the plume
[Parsons et al., 2001] that affect their removal from the plume. Once they have been deposited on the shelf,
they may be moved across the shelf as turbidity currents if the shelf is steep [Hamblin and Walker, 1979; Ma
et al., 2008]. However, most shelves are not sufficiently steep to support seaward transport of sediment due
to gravity alone [Wright and Friedrichs, 2006]. On gently sloping shelves, additional shear from shelf currents
or surface waves is required to generate sufficient sediment suspension and maintain cross-shelf sediment
transport. This study focuses solely on wave-generated suspensions.

Surface waves can generate significant bottom stresses on the shelf, though the stresses are strongest in
shallower regions and only felt in deeper regions in storm conditions. When wave action and sediment sup-
ply are sufficient, this process generates thin Oð10 cmÞ, high-concentration Oð50 g L21Þ sediment layers
that move downslope across the shelf due to gravity and are referred to as Wave-Supported Gravity Cur-
rents (WSGC) [Wright and Friedrichs, 2006]. WSGCs have been observed on continental shelves near many
river mouths, such as the Eel River [Ogston et al., 2000; Traykovski et al., 2000], Waiapu River [Ma et al., 2008],
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Po River [Traykovski et al., 2007], Atchafalaya River [Jaramillo et al., 2009], and Waipaoa River [Hale et al.,
2014]. WSGCs can transport sediment seaward until the shelf is so deep that the waves do not penetrate to
the bottom and shear stress becomes small. At this point, the current may continue if the shelf is sufficiently
steep, or it will die out and the sediment will be deposited [Traykovski et al., 2000; Wright and Friedrichs,
2006].

Wave-supported gravity currents are considered to be one of the primary mechanisms for cross-shelf sedi-
ment transport on continental shelves [Wright and Friedrichs, 2006]. Many field observations show the
importance of these events (see previous paragraph) and a number of models have been developed based
on available field data [Wright et al., 2001; Scully et al., 2002; Traykovski et al., 2007; Falcini et al., 2012]. How-
ever, field observations generally cannot resolve the structure of WSGCs in sufficient details to fully describe
their dynamics or test model assumptions. Numerical modeling [e.g., Colney et al., 2008; Ozdemir et al.,
2010a] and laboratory experiments [Lamb et al., 2004; Lamb and Parsons, 2005; Liang et al., 2007; Yan et al.,
2010] that can resolve the structure of these currents may provide the information necessary to improve
our ability to model the transport rates in WSGCs and the conditions necessary for their formation.

Here we present new laboratory experiments that investigate the generation and turbulent structure of
high-density sediment suspensions over a flat bed similar to those observed on the continental shelf. The
experiments use new instrumentation that resolves the temporal and vertical structure of the sediment and
turbulent velocity fields in sufficient detail to determine the underlying physical relationships in WSGCs.
The experiments and analysis focus explicitly on the competing influence of bed ripples and density stratifi-
cation, in order to understand when these are important and the role they play in the dynamics of WSGCs.

2. Background

In the late 1990s, several field observations from the STRATAFORM program played a major role in improv-
ing our understanding of sediment transport across continental shelves [Nittrouer, 1999; Ogston et al., 2000;
Geyer et al., 2000]. Observations from the Eel River margin emphasized the important role of surface waves
in cross-shelf sediment flux and showed that a few significant storm events contributed most of the flux
[Ogston et al., 2000; Puig et al., 2003]. Traykovski et al. [2000] examined the velocity and sediment concentra-
tion profiles during a number of wave-induced transport events, showing that fluid mud is trapped in a thin
layer whose thickness is similar to the wave boundary layer. Although velocity measurements were not pos-
sible within the mud layer, they observed enhancement of the velocity 0.5 mab relative to 1 and 2 mab dur-
ing at least one major wave resuspension event and concluded that this is evidence of downslope
gravitational transport. Based on the expected wave penetration, bottom slope, and depth, they concluded
that this mud layer loses energy and is deposited at a depth of 90–110 m. A series of models have been
developed to predict the cross-shelf flux of sediment in WSGCs, primarily based on a linearized form of the
Chezy equation [Wright et al., 2001; Scully et al., 2002; Traykovski et al., 2007]. Wright et al. [2001] and Scully
et al. [2002] relate sediment concentration to wave stress assuming a critical value of the bulk Richardson
number Rib of 0.25. However, estimates from prior laboratory experiments find that Rib is approximately an
order of magnitude smaller than this assumed value [Lamb et al., 2004], motivating a clearer understanding
of the underlying dynamics in these flows.

A number of studies have used high-resolution numerical models to better understand the dynamics of
wave-generated high-concentration mud layers and to address the measurement limitations in the field
[Hsu et al., 2009; Ozdemir et al., 2010a, 2011]. In agreement with the laboratory results, Hsu et al. [2009]
found that Rib is smaller than 0.25, due to either a limited supply of unconsolidated fine sediment and/or a
structural difference between tidal currents and wave-driven mudflows. Later Ozdemir et al. [2010b] used a
numerical simulation in Eulerian-Eulerian framework for low-concentration settings and concluded that fine
sediments are well mixed in all phases of the wave, though turbulence is not modulated for such dilute con-
centration settings. Ozdemir et al. [2010a] used the same model for a wide range of suspended sediment
concentration (SSC) profiles with fixed wave orbital velocity. They observed a number of different regimes,
including no turbulence for very dilute conditions, formation of lutocline, and finally complete laminariza-
tion due to strong particle-induced stable density stratification for high sediment concentrations. Ozdemir
et al. [2011] later investigated the effects of settling velocities, while maintaining constant SSC using the
same numerical model. They concluded that larger settling velocity can decrease the thickness of the high-
concentration mud layer and eventually cause the flow to laminarize.
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In a series of previous laboratory experiments, Lamb et al. [2004] investigated the dynamics of high-
concentration sediment suspensions with zero slope. Their study [see also Lamb and Parsons, 2005; Liang
et al., 2007; Yan et al., 2010] consisted of two series of experiments; one with a rough bed without sediment
and one with a sediment bed with mostly silt size particles, representative of a continental shelf seafloor.
They found that sediment reduced the thickness of the wave boundary layers substantially but that the
flows were still able to support high-density suspensions thicker than the boundary layer due to upward
transport of turbulent energy from this thin region. They also suggest that the sediment concentration in
the high-concentration layer is sufficient to generate density stratification that may influence the flow
dynamics. In their experiments, Lamb et al. [2004] and Lamb and Parsons [2005] show that waves increase
the sand fraction of the near-surface bed layer through winnowing. The coarsened bed surface resulted in
significant bed load and the generation of ripples.

Such laboratory investigations of wave-supported gravity currents can bridge between simplified models
based on field observations and very detailed numerical models that have not been verified with field
measurements. Numerical models still struggle to capture some of the physical processes that are likely to
be important in WSGCs [Hsu et al., 2009]. In particular, we expect that the range of particle sizes observed in
naturally occurring flows contribute to the dynamics of the currents, through the formation of ripples, the
generation of density stratification, and the possible interaction of these processes. Numerous studies with
sand beds show that turbulence is enhanced due to ripples [Doering and Baryla, 2002; Hare et al., 2014]. On
the other hand, work in exclusively muddy flows shows that suspended sediment can suppress turbulence
[Winterwerp, 2006]. Continental shelves typically have mostly mud [Sternberg and Cacchione, 1996; Wright
et al., 1997; Kineke et al., 2000; Walsh et al., 2004] but may include a sand component (0–10%), and both rip-
ples and dense suspensions have been observed [Ogston and Sternberg, 1999; Traykovski et al., 2007]. The
competing effects of ripples and density stratification can enhance or suppress turbulence in the water col-
umn. However, it is not known under what conditions bed forms and density stratification will be important
in the sediment mixtures typical of WSGCs, whether they will coexist and under which conditions each will
dominate. In this work, we will show how ripples and stratification affect the turbulence level in the wave
boundary layer and determine the wave conditions in which each of them is dominant.

3. Experiments

The present experiments were carried out in a purpose-built wave-sediment U-tube tank equipped to make
high-resolution measurements of velocity, turbulence, and suspended sediment concentration. The experi-
mental facility is the same as the facility used by Lamb et al. [2004], with two important modifications. First,
it has been modified to extend the upper range of wave periods from 8 to 12 s in order to better simulate
waves typically observed on the continental shelf. Second, we use new instrumentation for measuring
velocity and sediment concentration that makes high-frequency profile measurements, rather than point
measurements, enabling us to better resolve the turbulent wave boundary layer structure.

In order to investigate the relationship between turbulence and suspended sediment in WSGCs we carry
out two parallel sets of experiments, one with an active sediment bed and one with a roughened bottom
and no sediment. We compare the structure of the turbulence and sediment concentration profiles in the
wave boundary layer in both cases.

3.1. Wave Facility
The U-tube wave facility has a sealed 5 m long, 1 m high, and 0.2 m wide test section (Figure 1). Approxi-
mately, sinusoidal oscillatory flows in the test section are driven by a moving piston that produces waves
with periods of 4–12 s and orbital velocities of 20–70 cm s21. Rather than wave orbitals, the U-tube facility
produces purely horizontal oscillatory mean flows, characteristic of the one-dimensional velocity fields
observed near the seabed on the continental shelf due to surface gravity waves. The top and sidewalls of
the test section are made of smooth Plexiglas.

3.2. Rough Wall Experiments
For the rough wall (RW) experiments, sand particles (D505750lm) were glued to a false floor, which was
placed on the bottom of the tank. Clear tap water was used in these experiments, which characterized the
turbulent wave boundary layer flow in the absence of sediment. Overall, 20 experiments were performed in
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this mode, which included a range of wave periods (5 < T < 12s) and wave orbital velocities
(20 < Uorb < 65 cm s21). Table 1 shows a summary of the rough wall experiments.

3.3. Sediment Bed Experiments
For the sediment bed (SB) experiments, the false floor was replaced with a 10 cm thick sediment bed. The sedi-
ment bed (Sil-co-Sil 106 by U.S. silica) is primarily silt, with clay:silt:sand fractions of 0.10, 0.77, and 0.13, respec-
tively. The sand fraction consists primarily of very fine sand. This distribution is similar to field observations
from Ogston et al. [2000], who report size fractions of 0.85 clay and silt and 0.15 sand on the northern California
continental shelf. A layer of new sediment was added for each run, and the experiment was performed 2 days
later to ensure that the degree of consolidation was the same for all experiments. The wave settings covered
the same ranges as rough wall experiments. Table 1 shows a summary of the sediment bed experiments.

3.4. Instrumentation
Measurements of the vertical profile of velocity, turbulence, and sediment concentration were made using
instrumentation placed in the middle of the test section.

3.4.1. Velocity
Two acoustics Doppler velocimeters (ADV) were used in our experiments. The velocities near the bottom
were measured with a profiling ADV (Nortek Vectrino II) which measures three components of velocity (U,

Table 1. Experiments Parametersa

Rough Wall Experiments
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Uorbðcms21Þ 35 16 26 30 38 16 19 19 27 35 43 53 19 27 35 44 33 45 57 68
TðsÞ 4.6 9.4 5.9 5.2 4.3 10 7.8 11.6 7.9 6.3 5.2 4.3 14.6 10 7.7 6.3 10.1 7.4 5.9 5.1
u�ðcms21Þ 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.7 1 1.3 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.3 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.7
dðcmÞ 1.1 0.7 1 0.9 1.1 0.6 0.6 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.2

Sediment Bed Experiments
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Uorbðcms21Þ 37 34 42 57 46 26 30 45 29 42 54 40 15 19 25 32 20 35 23 39 18 26 31
TðsÞ 8.9 9.6 7.7 5.8 7.1 8.2 7.8 5.2 10.8 7.7 5.9 7.8 10.5 8.6 6.6 5.1 7.9 4.8 7.1 4.4 14.2 9.3 8
u�ðcms21Þ 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.4 1 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.2 0.8 1.3 0.6 0.8 1 1.4 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.3 1.6
dðcmÞ 3.3 3.3 2.9 0.9 3.2 2.5 3 3.4 3.5 3.1 2.7 2.5 1.7 3.6 3.6 1.5 3.6 3.6 3.2 4.6 3 3.4 3.6

Run 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46

Uorbðcms21Þ 35 39 30 23 34 40 44 50 47 51 26 27 26 25 24 25 24 32 33 32 31 42 42
TðsÞ 7.3 6.2 10.4 13.7 9.3 7.9 7.1 6.2 6.4 5.6 11.6 11.5 11.6 12.5 12.5 12.4 12.6 9.9 9.8 9.8 9.7 7.7 7.6
u�ðcms21Þ 1.2 1.3 1.2 0.8 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.6 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1 1.2 1 1.1
dðcmÞ 2.5 3.3 3.2 4.8 3.3 3.1 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.3 3.9 4.2 3.4 4.2 5.2 4.6 3.4 2.8 3.4 2.5 3.3 2.8

Run 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68

Uorbðcms21Þ 40 29 29 29 29 37 37 37 37 37 36 35 36 36 37 36 36 41 44 44 45 44
TðsÞ 7.8 10.8 10.8 10.9 10.8 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.5 7.4 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.7
u�ðcms21Þ 1.1 1 1.1 1 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.8 1.1 1 1 1.1 1 1.2 1.3 1.1 0.9 1 0.8
dðcmÞ 3.7 3.4 3.1 2.8 3.3 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.1 2.6 3 2.8 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.9 1.5 1.5 1.9 2.8

aShear velocity ðu�Þ is derived from the average value of Reynolds stress underneath the wave boundary layer. Wave boundary layer
height (d) is derived from velocity profiles.

Figure 1. Side-view schematic of wave-sediment U-tube tank. Motion is driven by the piston on the right and return flow from the open
reservoir on the left, generating horizontal oscillatory motion in the 0.2 m wide test section.
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V, and W) with a resolution of 1 mm and sampling rate up of 100 Hz. The Vectrino II has a sampling profile
of 35 mm (35 bins); however, we use only the middle bins (11–30) due to higher noise near the top and bot-
tom of the ADV profile that affect the turbulence measurements. The other ADV (Nortek Vectrino) was posi-
tioned 70 cm from the bottom in the free-stream flow and synced with the Vectrino II in order to detect
wave phasing independently of the boundary layer measurements. In each experiment six vertically stacked
profiles were acquired with the Vectrino II. These were combined using the wave phase information from
the Vectrino in order to generate a 8 cm velocity profile u(z,t).

3.4.2. Sediment Concentration
The concentration measurement was performed with a fiber-optic backscattering sensor (FOBS) and an 11
port vertical sediment siphon rake. The FOBS has 20 bins extending from the bed to 50 cm above the bed,
with 1 cm spacing in the lowermost 10 cm and coarser spacing above. The sampling volume is a function
of concentration and particle size distribution and varies depending on the SSC in the mud layer. A mixing
tank calibration using Sil-co-Sil 106 showed that the FOBS response was linear for concentrations below
80 g L21, which represents the upper limit of concentrations observed in our experiments based on the
sediment siphon data. However, since optical backscatter is very sensitive to the particle size of the sus-
pended sediments [Downing, 2006], we also made siphon measurements for many of the experiments.
Water and sediment samples were acquired over a 2 min period following the procedure outlined in Lamb
et al. [2004]. The siphon data provided a redundant measure of the time-averaged concentration profile
and were used to calibrate the FOBS output.

4. Turbulence Measurements and Analysis

We used the free-stream ADV as a reference to calculate phase-averaged parameters. These parameters
were averaged over 20–50 wave periods giving us phase-averaged data with 2p

400 resolution on the wave
period and 1 mm vertical resolution. Phase averaging was done for all parameters, including velocity, pro-
duction, and Reynolds stress. Wave orbital velocity was calculated according to Uorb5

ffiffiffi
2
p

Urms in which Urms

is the root mean square of the velocity 110cm from the bottom. Wave period (T) was calculated using the
average value of time differences of occurrence of zero velocities in the velocity time series. Orbital diame-
ter is then defined as the ratio of wave orbital velocity and wave orbital frequency (x5 2p

T ).

There are two primary independent parameters in our experiments, wave orbital velocity and wave period.
Two Reynolds numbers are used to group these two parameters in wave-supported gravity currents, one
based on the wave excursion amplitude and the other based on the Stokes boundary layer thickness [Ozde-
mir et al., 2010a]. In this study, we use the latter Reynolds number as our independent parameter since it
provides a more convenient length scale for our experiments

ReD5
Uorb

~D
m

: (1)

Here ~D5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m=x

p
is the Stokes boundary layer thickness and m is the viscosity.

4.1. ADV Postprocessing
The raw ADV results were quality controlled and the ADV data were despiked using the three-dimensional
phase space algorithm developed by Goring and Nikora [2002] and Mori et al. [2007]. The along-channel,
transverse, and vertical velocities were decomposed into wave components ð�u; �v ; �wÞ and turbulent fluctua-
tion components ðu0; v0;w0Þ. The vertical and transverse wave components (�v ; �w ) may be nonzero in the
presence of ripples with cross-channel variability. The wave components were separated from the turbulent
fluctuation components using a tenth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1.25 Hz following
Lamb et al. [2004].

4.2. Turbulent Parameters
The variability and dynamics of the turbulence in the wave boundary layer are quantified in terms of the
Turbulent Kinetic Energy per unit mass (TKE)
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TKE5
1
2
ðu02 1v 02 1w02Þ (2)

and the TKE evolution equation

DðTKEÞ=Dt5P1T2B2�: (3)

Equation (3) shows that the rate of change of TKE, DðTKEÞ=Dt, is determined by the rates of TKE production
(P), dissipation ð�Þ, transport (T), and the buoyancy flux (B). For uniform steady unstratified currents, DðTKEÞ=
Dt and B are zero. The integrated TKE transport is often assumed to be negligible, resulting in a balance
between P and �. However, there is a phase difference between P and � and these terms do not necessarily
balance instantaneously. In fact, the rate of change of TKE can vary by up to 50% of P in low ReD flows due
to intermittency in turbulence and transitional flow [Ozdemir et al., 2014]. Furthermore, Lamb et al. [2004]
suggests that the transport term may be important; it may help to maintain elevated suspended sediment
concentration above the defined wave boundary layer. The profiling ADV presents an opportunity to esti-
mate key components of the transport term directly. However, the measurements of the fluctuating velocity
gradient were too noisy to reliably resolve this term in our experiments.

We account for noise in the ADV measurements by taking advantage of the redundant vertical velocity
measurement on the Vectrino instruments. The noise is much lower in the vertical components compared
with the horizontal components due to the geometry of the instrument head. Because of the fourth
receiver, the Vectrino II gives us two independent measurements of vertical velocity. We use cospectral
analysis of these two measurements to find the variance of the noise in the vertical component and the
ADV transformation matrix to determine the noise in the horizontal components. The noise is then sub-
tracted from variance of fluctuation velocity in each component to get the noise free estimates of ðu0; v0;w0Þ
and TKE [Hurther and Lemmin, 2001].

The Reynolds stress per unit mass u0w0 was calculated from the ADV measurements of u0 and w0, and
phased-averaged as described above. The Reynolds stress estimate is inherently noise free, assuming that
the noise in the horizontal and vertical velocity components are uncorrelated [Hurther and Lemmin, 2001].

The shear velocity u�5ðso=qÞ1=2 (so is the shear stress at the bed) is often estimated based on the law of the
wall, @u

@z 5 u�
jz. However, applicability of the law of the wall is limited to flows in which the roughness length

scale ðz0Þ is small relative to the wave boundary layer thickness ðdÞ, i.e., z0 � z � d [Grant and Madsen,
1986] and in which density stratification is minimal. Neither of these criteria are satisfied in the present
experiments since the flow was not fully turbulent [Ozdemir et al., 2014]. For this reason, we estimate shear
velocity based on the Reynolds stress averaged over the wave boundary layer and wave period.

TKE production is calculated using the measured Reynolds stress and vertical velocity gradient according to

P ’ 2u0w 0 @U
@z
; (4)

where U is the phase-averaged horizontal velocity.

5. The Structure of the Wave Boundary Layer

In this section we investigate the overall structure of the wave boundary layer and the impact of suspended
sediment on its structure.

5.1. Velocity Profiles and Wave Boundary Layers
The vertical structure of the velocity profiles in oscillatory flows consists of three distinctive zones: the wave
boundary layer zone (@u=@z > 0), the overshoot zone (@u=@z < 0), and the free-stream zone (@u=@z � 0)
[Nielsen, 1992; Lamb et al., 2004]. These three zones are shown for the velocity profile during the maximum
velocity phase in Figure 2a. The wave boundary layer (d) is the point on the border of the wave boundary
layer and overshoot zones where the maximum velocity occurs.

The three zones are maintained through each wave phase, but the structure and shear within the boundary
layer and overshoot zones are strongly modified. The modification of the wave boundary layer structure
within the first half wave period is shown in Figure 2b. The thickness of the wave boundary layer changes
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dramatically from 0.3 to 3 cm from the beginning of the wave period until it maximum thickness at flow
reversal when a new boundary layer develops. Variations in the maximum velocity and boundary layer
thickness result in a peak boundary layer shear that occurs at t5 T

8.

The wave boundary layer thickness d is strongly influenced by bed forms and the turbulence level. In Figure
3, d, estimated based on the velocity and Reynolds stress profiles, is shown for the rough wall and sediment
bed runs. The Reynolds stress generally switches sign at the top of the boundary layer because the sign of
the shear also changes; thus, d can also be estimated based on the zero crossing in the Reynolds stress pro-
file. Wave boundary layer height scales with the ratio of shear velocity and wave frequency ðd / u�

xÞ [Hsu
and Jan, 1998]. In the rough wall experiments, d increases as Uorb increases since u� increases monotonically
as Uorb increases. This is consistent with theoretical predictions for wave boundary layer thickness [Wiberg
and Smith, 1983]. In Figure 3 and subsequent figures, we use ReD, defined in equation (1), as the independ-
ent variable because it captures variations in Uorb and T; however, variation in ReD primarily reflect variations
in Uorb because of the stronger functional dependence on velocity and because Uorb was varied over a larger
range than T. For all but the lowest ReD, the observed boundary layer thicknesses are significantly greater
than the analytical solution of the laminar boundary layer thickness ðdlam � 3:75

ffiffiffiffi
2m
x

q
Þ.

The boundary layer behaves very differently in the sediment bed experiments compared with the rough
wall runs (Figure 3), in part because shear velocity does not increase as Uorb increases. For low ReD, d is 2–4
times greater than in the rough wall runs. As ReD increases above 400–500, however, d decreases signifi-
cantly. As will be discussed later, the elevated values of d for low ReD are attributed to the presence of rip-
ples in this regime and the reduction of d is attributed to increased density stratification at high ReD, in
addition to a decrease in ripple steepness. Lamb et al. [2004] and Ozdemir et al. [2010a] both observed simi-
lar reductions in wave boundary layer thickness and concluded that it was due to stratification. In their DNS
runs, Ozdemir et al. [2010a] further show that the boundary layer can be laminarized; however, this is not
observed in our experiments.

6. Bed Response and Sediment Profile

The addition of an active sediment bed adds two primary components to the wave boundary layer. First,
the mobile bed can form ripples and bed forms that increase the roughness of the bed and modify the tur-
bulence in the wave boundary layer. Second, sediment is suspended in and above the wave boundary layer,
where it can modify the effective density of the fluid and exert an influence on the turbulence via density
stratification. In addition, the high-concentration suspended sediment layer that is generated by the turbu-
lent flow is available to be transported due to its negative buoyancy when the bed is sloped. Here we report
the variations in bed forms and the suspended sediment concentration profiles.

Figure 2. Velocity profiles (a) at maximum velocity phase for a rough wall experiment with Uorb545 cm s21 and T57:4 s. The velocity pro-
file contains three regions: wave boundary layer, overshoot, and free stream. (b) Wave boundary layer (WBL) growth over a half phase for
the same rough wall experiment. The dashed line marks the wave boundary layer height progression and the colors represent the phasing
(white corresponds to t 5 0, when the velocity is zero, and black corresponds to t5T=2, when flow reversal occurs).
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6.1. Bed Forms
Bed forms play an important role in
initiation of sediment suspension,
governing the bed shear stress and
intensifying near-bed turbulence.
They appear in many natural environ-
ments and have different shapes and
patterns depending on the flow
structure and the particle size distri-
bution of the bed. In shallow regions
of the inner continental shelf, the
dominant bed forms are ripples
[Hanes et al., 2001]. These ripples typ-
ically have irregular two-dimensional
forms, similar to those observed in
the present laboratory experiments.
A few nondimensional numbers have

been proposed to determine the criteria for existence of ripples and their steepness, wavelength, and
height.

Grant and Madsen [1982] determined ripple type based on the bed shear stress nondimensionalized by the
critical shear stress. Nielsen [1981] and Van Rijn [1993] used the mobility number defined as w5

U2
orb

sgD50
where

s 5 1.65 is the submerged weight of sediment relative to water and D50 is the median size for sediment par-
ticles. Wiberg and Harris [1994] used near-bed orbital diameter ðd05 2Uorb

x Þ nondimensionalized by the ripple
height ðd0

g Þ where g is ripple height.

Ripples are observed in almost all of our sediment bed experiments, and their morphology changes as the
flow forcing is varied. We interpret these changes following Wiberg and Harris [1994], who suggested that
ripples be classified into three types based on the dimensionless orbital diameter d0=g. Here d05 2Uorb

x is the
orbital diameter and g is the ripple height. According to the Wiberg and Harris’s [1994] classification scheme,
orbital ripples are observed when d0=g < 20 and have wavelengths proportional to the wave orbital diame-
ter. Anorbital ripples are observed when d0=g > 100 and have wavelengths proportional to the grain size
and independent of orbital diameter. Finally, suborbital ripples are observed when 20 < d0=g < 100 and
have wavelengths that are not proportional to the orbital diameter or grain size.

The ripple height and wavelength k in our experiments were estimated from multiple photographs taken
through the tank wall during each experiment. The ripple steepness g=k was then calculated and averaged
over the experiment period. Almost all of the ripples observed in our experiments were in the anorbital
range (Figure 4a). The curve suggested by Wiberg and Harris [1994] captures our data relatively well; how-
ever, it overestimates the ripples steepness for high d0=g. Note that while the sediment that was used in
the sediment bed runs was mostly fine silt (D50523lm), Lamb and Parsons [2005] showed that the sediment
in the ripples consist primarily of sands (D570lm) as a result of sediment bed coarsening. Lamb and Par-
sons [2005] used similar sediment and the same flow facility for their experiments.

We observe that ripple steepness decreases with increasing wave forcing (ReD), consistent with the findings
of Wiberg and Harris [1994] (Figure 4b). Higher wave orbital velocities suspend more sediment and this
higher proportion of sediments in suspension is associated with a decrease in ripple steepness [Wiberg and
Harris, 1994]. The range of ripple heights, from 1 to 10 mm, is well below the wave boundary layer height
ðg=dw < 0:25Þ, consistent with the characterization of the bed forms as anorbital ripples; orbital ripple
heights are larger than the wave boundary layer ðg=dw > 2Þ [Wiberg and Harris, 1994]. The ripple height,
wavelength, and steepness observed in our experiments are in the same range as those reported in previ-
ous experiments [Lamb and Parsons, 2005; Van Rijn, 2007; O’Donoghue et al., 2006; Vongvisessomjai, 1984].

6.2. Suspended Sediment Concentration
The observed suspended sediment concentration (SSC) profiles for the sediment bed experiments decrease
approximately exponentially from their peak value at the bed to a constant background value far from the
bed, which is due to mixing in the end tanks (Figure 5). We designate Ca as the near-bed concentration and Cb

Figure 3. Wave boundary layer height (d) for rough wall (gray) and sediment bed
(black) experiments. Squares and triangles indicate measurements of d based on
the velocity and Reynolds stress profiles, respectively, as described in the text.
The thick line is the mean value. The dark gray squares and fit to those data are
an estimate of the laminar boundary layer thickness for each experiment
ðdlaminar � 3:75~Þ, where ~D5

ffiffiffiffi
2m
x

q
is the Stokes boundary layer thickness.
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as the background concentration.
For each experiment, a SSC profile
in the form of cðzÞ5Cb1Cae2az=h

was fit to the data. In this study,
although we see high sediment
concentrations similar to those
observed in the field, the structure
of the near-bed sediment profile
does not display the uniform SSC
layer below the lutocline observed
in some field studies [e.g., Cac-
chione et al., 1995; Ogston et al.,
2000]. Instead, the concentration
always increases exponentially
toward the bed similar to experi-
mental and field observations of
Lamb et al. [2004] and Traykovski
et al. [2007]. Here we define the

lutocline (h) as the point where the SSC is 0:05Ca. Therefore, a is chosen to be 3 to satisfy this condition.
The background concentrations ðCbÞ in all experiments are subtracted from SSC profiles for further analysis
since it is the vertical density gradient, rather than the absolute value, that influences density stratification.
Elevated sediment concentrations may influence the effective viscosity of the fluid [Traykovski et al., 2015];
however, this effect is only significant in the two highest experiments and will be discussed in a future
paper. For the low-velocity experiments, relatively less sediment is in suspension and the near-bed layer is
relatively dilute. As the wave orbital velocity increases, SSC increases and a clear high-concentration layer is
observed. The dilute and high-concentration sediment suspension regimes in wave-supported flows were
also observed experimentally by Lamb et al. [2004] and in the field by Traykovski et al. [2007].

In Figure 6, the height of the lutocline, near-bed SSC, and average SSC gradient inside the high-
concentration layer are shown. The height of the lutocline decreases as the wave orbital velocity increases
(Figure 6a). Note that there is quite a bit of scatter in the lutocline heights at low ReD because the concen-
tration gradient at the top of the layer is much smaller. In all of our experiments, the lutocline height was
greater than the wave boundary layer, which suggests that turbulence may be transported vertically to
regions above the wave boundary layer [Lamb et al., 2004]. The lutocline heights in our experiments are
similar to those observed in the field by Traykovski et al. [2007]. For our experiments h=d was approximately
3.2 6 1.8. The lutocline height decreases with increasing ReD, consistent with the observed decrease in d
(Figure 3). The generation of a high-concentration mud layer with increasing wave intensity is clear in Fig-
ures 6b and 6c, which show that both near-bed reference SSC ðCaÞ and sediment concentration gradient
increase dramatically when ReD exceeds a critical value of approximately 450. The near-bed SSC and SSC
gradient are both constant and small for low ReD and increase when ReD > 450, eventually reaching values
3–4 times greater than those at low ReD. The threshold for the generation of a high-concentration mud
layer in our experiments corresponds to a wave orbital velocity of approximately 25230 cm s21. This is con-
sistent with the threshold observed by Lamb et al. [2004]; they report that no high-density suspension layer
is generated in their experiments when the wave orbital velocities were smaller than 30:3cms21 (run S4 in
their paper).

7. Turbulence in the Wave Boundary Layer

7.1. Reynolds Stress
The phase-averaged near-bottom Reynolds stress is shown in Figure 7 for an example rough wall run
(Uorb557 cm s21 and T55:8 s). At flow reversal (zero phase) the Reynolds stress very near the bottom is
close to zero. As the wave velocity increases, the magnitude of the opposing near-bottom stress increases,
reaching its maximum value at maximum velocity phase. The thickness of the high-stress layer increases
slowly immediately after flow reversal and then increases more rapidly until the subsequent flow reversal.
After flow reversal the very near-bottom stress goes to zero as it switches sign, but significant stress from

Figure 4. (a) Ripple steepness versus nondimensional orbital diameter for sediment
bed experiments. The vertical lines are the standard deviations based on the variability
within each experiment. The three ripple classifications and the predictive model
developed by Wiberg and Harris [1994] are shown with over brackets and the black
line, respectively. (b) Variation of ripple steepness with Reynolds number. Error bars
are based on the range of ripple steepness observed within each run.
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the preceding wave phase persists
as a residual stress. This residual
stress has the opposite sign of the
very near-bottom stress and con-
tinues to penetrate upward well
above the height of the wave
boundary layer. The residual stress
generally persists for a half wave
period after flow reversal, though
low levels of residual stress are
sometimes observed after even
longer periods (Figure 7).

The height of the wave boundary
layer, d, based on the velocity maxi-
mum is shown in Figure 7 (black

line). It is clear that there is very good correspondence between the observed Reynolds stress profiles and d;
the top of the boundary layer separates the near-bottom boundary layer stress from the residual stress that
persists from the previous wave phase. The upward penetration of turbulence may provide a mechanism for
transport of sediment from the wave boundary layer into the overlying fluid. We will see, however, that the
residual stress is less intense in the sediment bed runs, especially in runs with a high-concentration mud layer.

In Figure 8 we present the Reynolds stress for five rough wall runs with increasing ReD (increasing Uorb) and
corresponding sediment bed runs with the same wave settings. For the rough wall runs, the Reynolds stress
is very low when ReD is low (Figure 8a) and increases gradually as ReD increases (Figures 8b–8e). The wave
boundary layer also gets thicker as ReD increases and we observe that the transition to a thicker boundary
layer occurs earlier as ReD increases.

We observe a very different
evolution in the Reynolds
stress in the corresponding
sediment bed experiments.
First, the Reynolds stress is sig-
nificantly more intense and the
wave boundary layer is thicker
in the low ReD sediment bed
runs (Figures 8f and 8g) than in
the corresponding rough wall
runs (Figures 8a and 8b). The
elevated stress at low ReD is
most likely due to the occur-
rence of bed forms in this
regime, as discussed below.
Second, while Reynolds stress
and d increase uniformly with
ReD in the rough wall runs,
they appear to decrease
slightly in the high ReD sedi-
ment bed runs (Figures 8h–8j).
This decrease is observed for
runs with ReD > 450
(Uorb > 30 cm s21) when we
observe that the high-
concentration mud layer forms,
suggesting that it is associated
with turbulence suppression

Figure 5. Suspended sediment concentration profiles for experiments with different
wave orbital velocities. The points show the data from siphon measurements and the
lines are the best fit to the data in the form of cðzÞ5Cb1Cae23z=h .

Figure 6. High-concentration mud layer (a) thickness h, (b) near-bed concentration Ca, and
(c) concentration gradient. All values are derived from the fit to the concentration profiles
using cðzÞ5Cb1Cae23z=h . The black and white triangles show measurements using the
siphon or FOBS, respectively. The solid lines are the bin-averaged values and the shaded
areas show the standard deviation around the averaged values.
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due to stratification. Finally, we
observe that the residual Reynolds
stress has lost its intensity due to dis-
sipation and/or diffusion earlier in the
high ReD sediment bed runs, relative
to the rough wall runs. As discussed
in section 6.2, the height of the luto-
cline is typically 3–4 times greater
than d; thus, it is likely that the reduc-
tion in residual stress in the sediment
bed runs is due to the persistence of
sediment stratification above the
wave boundary layer.

We define the shear velocity u�5
ð2u0wÞ1=2 as the maximum Reynolds
stress in the boundary layer (Figure
9), which enables us to more easily

Figure 7. (a) Free-stream velocity and (b) Reynolds stress (cm2s22) for a rough wall
with Uorb557 cm s21 and T55:8 s. The vertical dashed lines indicate the minimum,
zero, and maximum-velocity phases. The solid lines indicate the boundary layer
height derived from the height of the maximum velocity. The curved dashed line
shows a sample velocity profile at t5 3T

8 .

Figure 8. (a–e) Reynolds stress for the rough wall and (f–j) the sediment bed runs. The top two figures show the free-stream velocity with
the minimum and maximum velocity and flow reversal times indicated by vertical-dashed lines. The rough wall and sediment bed experi-
ments in each row have similar wave orbital velocities (Uorb), which is indicated in the caption for each figure. Solid black lines in each fig-
ure show boundary layer heights derived from the maximum velocity.
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compare and quantify the differ-
ences in behavior between the
rough wall and sediment bed runs
observed in Figure 8. We calculate
u� based on the vertical mean
between the bed and the top of
the wave boundary layer and the
temporal maximum over a wave
period. In the rough wall runs, u�
increases monotonically with ReD,
as expected [e.g., Nielsen, 1992].
For the sediment bed runs, u� is
initially elevated and then appears
to stay constant or decrease as
ReD increases. When ReD < 450
(Uorb< 30 cm s21 for a 8 s wave),
the shear velocity is approximately

3–4 times larger in the sediment bed runs than in the rough wall runs. This elevated stress is associated
with the presence of larger, steeper ripples in this regime (Figure 4b). In this regime we also observe an
increase in u� with increasing the wave orbital velocity, which is approximately similar to the rate observed
in the corresponding rough wall experiments. When ReD > 450 (Uorb > 30 cm s21 for a 8 s wave), u� remains
constant or decreases as ReD increases, eventually resulting in lower values of u� in the sediment bed runs
relative to the rough wall runs at the highest ReD values. In this range, although small, long-wavelength ripples
still exist, turbulence suppression due to vertical density stratification in the sediment bed experiments
appears to be sufficient to reduce the shear velocity below that observed in the rough wall experiments.

The temporal variability and magnitude of the shear velocity that we observe in our rough wall runs is con-
sistent with experiments by Hay et al. [2012a]. However, the observed magnitudes are smaller than those
observed in the field [Traykovski et al., 2007], possibly because we use the maximum depth averaged Reyn-
olds stress in the boundary layer to determine shear velocity instead of law of wall or wave friction
coefficient.

7.2. Turbulent Kinetic Energy
The results in section 7.1 describe how the presence of sediment can increase or decrease the turbulent
stress and motivate the need for a clear understanding of the turbulent dynamics in high sediment concen-
tration wave boundary layers. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and TKE production rate (P) for the rough
wall and sediment bed experiments are shown in Figure 10. As with the Reynolds stress, TKE and P are aver-
aged spatially over the height of the boundary layer and temporally over one wave period. The comparison
between the rough wall and sediment bed values for both of these parameters is generally similar to the

results obtained with Reynolds
stress; TKE and P both increase
monotonically in the rough wall
experiments, whereas they are
both elevated in the sediment bed
experiments for low ReD and
reduced for high ReD, relative to
the corresponding rough wall val-
ues. Both TKE and P are relatively
constant across a wide range in
ReD, although P appears to
decrease slightly in magnitude. At
low ReD, P is approximately 1 order
of magnitude greater in the sedi-
ment bed runs than in the corre-
sponding rough wall runs.

Figure 9. Comparison of average Reynolds stress for rough wall (gray) and sediment
bed (black) runs. Average Reynolds stress is defined as the maximum of vertically aver-
aged Reynolds stress in the wave boundary layer over the wave period, as described in
the text.

Figure 10. Average (a) turbulent kinetic energy and (b) turbulent kinetic energy pro-
duction within the wave boundary layer for rough wall (gray) and sediment bed (black)
runs. The solid lines are the bin-averaged values and the shaded areas show the stand-
ard deviation around the averaged values.
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8. Discussion

Understanding the physical details
of wave-supported mudflows is a
key step in improving our predic-
tion of sediment transport across
the continental shelf. High-
resolution measurements of the
dynamics of these flows are chal-
lenging in the field because they
have relatively small vertical scales
and are very episodic in nature. The
present laboratory experiments
simulate the conditions under
which wave-supported mudflows
occur on the continental shelf and
use detailed measurements of
velocity and turbulence with and
without sediment to understand
the relationship between bed
dynamics, suspended sediment,
and turbulence in the wave bound-
ary layer. Our overall goal is to clar-
ify the processes that determine
the vertical profiles of suspended
sediment and velocity in wave-
supported mud layers in order to
improve models of cross-shelf sedi-
ment transport.

The qualitative character and the dominant dynamics of the observed flow vary significantly across the
parameter space of our experiments and suggest that the flow should be described in two distinct regimes.
The regimes are differentiated in terms of the Stokes Reynolds number (ReD) and the primary attributes are
summarized schematically in Figure 11, which summarizes the key measurements from the present experi-
ments. Regime I occurs when ReD < 450, which corresponds approximately to Uorb < 30 cm s21. The flow
in this regime is dominated by the presence of ripples and characterized by a dilute sediment suspension;
no high-concentration mud layer or distinct lutocline forms (Figures 11a and 11b). The turbulent kinetic
energy production is significantly higher in the sediment bed experiments compared with corresponding
rough wall experiments as a result of the increased bed roughness associated with ripple formation (Figure
11c). For all experiments in this regime, the near-bed sediment concentration and vertical concentration
gradient were low and approximately constant with respect to ReD, suggesting that density stratification
effects were minimal (Figure 11b). Regime II occurs when ReD > 450. Flow in this regime is dominated by
the formation of a high-concentration mud layer and the associated vertical density stratification dominates
the dynamics. The ripples are approximately half as steep as they are in Regime I, and their importance to
the overall dynamics appears to be small (Figure 11a). The magnitude of TKE and P are smaller in the sedi-
ment bed experiments than in the corresponding rough wall experiments (Figure 11c). It is important to
note that the ripples do not disappear completely in the high ReD runs and so the bed remains rougher
than in the rough wall runs. Thus, the facts that the turbulence levels in the sediment bed experiments do
not increase with ReD and remain below the levels of the rough wall experiments cannot be explained by
the change in bed roughness alone. Strong density stratification (Figure 11b) appears to be effective at sup-
pressing turbulence in the wave boundary layer and reducing the wave boundary layer thickness. Turbu-
lence near the upper boundary and above the wave boundary layer can be completely suppressed due to
this high-density stratification.

The present experiments confirm and extend some of the conclusions in Lamb et al. [2004] and Lamb and
Parsons [2005] and also provide some notable differences. Their results support the definition of the two

Figure 11. Summary schematic comparing the trends in key parameters observed to
be important in the dynamics of wave-supported mud layers. Each figure presents the
fit to the data shown elsewhere in the paper. (a) Ripple steepness, (b) near-bed vertical
sediment concentration gradient, (c) ratio of TKE production in the sediment experi-
ments (Ps) to the rough wall experiments (Pw) from equation (5), and (d) average-
suspended sand fraction below 10 cm based on data from Lamb and Parsons [2005].
The vertical line at ReD5450 indicates the approximate transition between Regime I
and Regime II.
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regimes described above; they also
observe that no high-concentration
layer forms for low Uorb (corre-
sponding to low ReD) and suggest
that density stratification is impor-
tant for reducing the boundary
layer thickness in sediment bed
runs with higher Uorb. Lamb and
Parsons [2005] describe ripple for-
mation and their results, which are
replotted in Figure 4b, are consist-
ent with the present results, also
showing that ripple steepness
decreases for high ReD (Regime II).
Lamb et al. [2004] report that turbu-
lence suppression associated with
density stratification resulted in
wave boundary layers smaller than
3 mm, which approaches the thick-
ness expected for laminarization of
the boundary layer. This magnitude
of boundary layer reduction was
not observed in our experiments. In
fact, while we do observe a
decrease in d as stratification
increases, d is higher in almost all
of the sediment bed runs than it is
in the corresponding rough wall
runs. We expect that this difference
in d between our results and Lamb

et al. [2004] is probably due to the increased resolution provided by the profiling ADV used in the present
study compared with Lamb et al.’s [2004] point-wise velocity measurements. A central conclusion in Lamb
et al. [2004] is that there is a large mismatch between the thickness of the mud layer and boundary layer,
which requires that there is significant upward transport of turbulence from the thin energetic boundary
layer region to maintain suspension of sediment in the region above the boundary layer. We also observe
that h > d, though the mismatch is only a factor of 3–4 in our observations. However, we were not able to
confirm the importance of the turbulent transport term with our measurements. Finally, Lamb and Parsons
[2005] point to the important role that sorting of grains of different size may play in the dynamics of the
mud layer as Uorb increases. In section 8.3 we discuss the importance of the suspended sand fraction in our
observations.

8.1. Ripples
Ripples were observed in most of the sediment bed experiments and appear to play an important role in
generating turbulence, especially at low ReD. Ripples emerge in systems with an active bed load layer and
thus require a minimum amount of sand on the bed [Wiberg and Harris, 1994]. Although our initial sediment
bed contained primarily silt-size particles, segregation of sand as a result of the suspension of clays and fine
silts coarsened the sediment bed, resulting in a significant active bed load layer and supporting the forma-
tion of ripples. This process is described in more detail in Lamb and Parsons [2005]. Ripples change the bot-
tom roughness significantly, which can increase the turbulence in the wave boundary layer and the
boundary layer thickness. In the present experiments steep ripples were observed in low ReD conditions. As
ReD increases the ripples steepness decreases by an order of magnitude from 0.1 to 0.01. The existence of
ripples can significantly change the vertical structure of the velocity field and turbulence in and outside of
the wave boundary layer. Doering and Baryla [2002] showed that the velocity field is strongly influenced by
the presence of ripples in their experimental wave flume. They concluded that ripples can strongly

Figure 12. (a) Depth-integrated production based on roughness scales observed in
the rough wall (gray) and sediment bed (black) experiments. The values represent pre-
dictions of the production based on the observed Uorb and ripple steepness. The lines
are spline fits intended to illustrate the overall trend. (b) Flux Richardson number
defined as the ratio of buoyancy flux to TKE production rate where buoyancy was esti-
mated using eddy diffusivity from Thorne et al. [2009]. (c) Sand fraction at 10 cmab
and the average sand fraction below 10 cmab from the experiments of Lamb and Par-
sons [2005].
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influence the velocity structure in a region above the ripples that is 2–4 times the ripple height. In our low R
eD experiments, the observed boundary layer heights are 324cm compared with ripple heights of
0:121cm. This is consistent with the upward penetration of ripple-generated turbulence observed by Doer-
ing and Baryla [2002] and suggests that the enhanced thickness of the wave boundary layer in our low ReD

sediment bed experiments is a result of ripples.

We test this further by computing the predicted TKE production with and without ripples (Figure 12a) and
comparing this with our observations. The prediction uses only the observed wave orbital velocity and
period and varies the bed roughness based on the observed ripple heights. It isolates the effect of the rip-
ples on boundary layer turbulence and does not account for density stratification. The depth integrated
production is estimated according to

Pk5bu2
�Uorb; (5)

in which b is chosen to be 0.3 based on our experimental results. The shear velocity is u�5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fw=2

p
Uorb, in

which the wave friction coefficient is estimated following Nielsen [1992] from

fw5exp ð5:5ðrh=AÞ0:226:3Þ; (6)

where A5Uorb=x is the wave excursion amplitude of the interior flow immediately outside the boundary
layer and rh is the hydraulics roughness of the bed. For the rough wall experiments, rh is chosen to be the
size of the sand grains on the rough bottom, D5050:75mm. These results agree qualitatively with the aver-
age TKE and production measured in our experiment for ReD < 450 (Figure 10b). For the sediment bed
experiments, the observed ripple amplitudes and wavelengths were used to compute the roughness based
on rh524g2=k [Thorne et al., 2002; Hay et al., 2012b]. The predicted TKE production increases monotonically
in rough wall experiments as expected (Figure 12a). When ripples are present, the production is significantly
higher than in the corresponding rough wall runs, as observed in our measurements (Figure 10). This com-
parison further confirms that the observed enhancement of turbulence for low ReD is due to ripples. How-
ever, when ReD > 450 and the ripple steepness decreases, the predicted TKE production continues to
increase in the ripple runs and is comparable to the production in the rough wall runs (Figure 12a). This pre-
diction is in contrast to the high ReD measurements, in which the production is significantly lower in the
sediment bed runs than in the rough wall runs (Figure 10b). Thus, the prediction shows that production
should increase for high ReD even though most of the ripples are washed out and another process is
required to explain the observed suppression of turbulence. In the following section we discuss the role of
density stratification in suppressing turbulence in the wave boundary layer.

8.2. Stratification
Density stratification associated with high near-bed sediment concentrations can suppress turbulence in
highly stratified flows [Winterwerp, 2006]. In oscillatory boundary layers, high-density stratification may
decrease the wave boundary layer thickness and turbulence intensity. Although the turbulence level is dra-
matically reduced, the turbulent energy is sufficient to maintain particle suspension in such highly stratified
layers primarily due to hindered settling [Winterwerp, 2006].

The numerical model results of Ozdemir et al. [2010a] suggests that turbulence suppression associated with
high-concentration fluid muds may be sufficient to laminarize the wave boundary layer. They investigate
the effects of fine sediment on turbulence in the vicinity of the river mouths where the amount of river-
borne sediment varies significantly. The wave conditions were the same for all their runs and similar to typi-
cal coastal settings; the wave orbital velocity and period were 56 cm s21 and 8.6 s, respectively, resulting in
ReD � 1000. They performed four runs with zero, low, medium, and high sediment concentrations. In the
low-concentration runs, the near-bed sediment concentration was 10 g L21, turbulence was attenuated
near the top of the wave boundary layer due to density stratification but turbulence near the bed was unaf-
fected. The maximum wave boundary layer was similar to the zero-concentration run (d52:8 cm). For the
medium-concentration run, the near-bed sediment concentration was 50 g L21, turbulence was attenuated
in the entire wave boundary layer, wave boundary layer thickness was significantly reduced (d50:7cm), and
the velocity profile was very similar to that observed in a laminar flow. However, instabilities were observed
near the lutocline and the flow was not completely laminarized. For the high-concentration run, the near-
bed sediment concentration was 100 g L21 and the velocity structure and wave boundary layer thickness
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were similar to the medium-concentration run. However, there were no instabilities and the flow was com-
pletely laminarized.

The present experiments span a similar parameter range to the simulations in Ozdemir et al. [2010a] and so
they provide a good test of the model predictions. There are two important differences in the experimental
setup; the background sediment concentration in the numerical model experiments is initially prescribed
and independent of the wave settings since the model is designed to simulate direct input from rivers.
However, the initial sediment conditions are identical in each of our laboratory experiments since the only
source of suspended sediment is erosion from the bed and only the wave settings are varied. As a result,
the near-bed sediment concentrations are determined entirely by the wave forcing. Also, the model runs
consist of a single grain size equivalent to a silt-sized particle. This is expected to lead to a few possible dif-
ferences in the behavior of the model and experiments, most notably that no bed roughness forms in the
model.

There are a number of indications that density stratification is important in suppressing turbulence in our
experiments. The wave boundary layer thickness decreases significantly when the flow becomes highly
stratified at high ReD (Figure 3). We also observe that turbulence in upper regions of the wave boundary
layer is increasingly attenuated as stratification increases, as observed by Ozdemir et al. [2010a]. TKE and its
production rate in the wave boundary layer remain relatively constant and significantly lower than the cor-
responding rough wall values at high ReD (Figure 10). Although the ripple steepness is significantly reduced
in this regime, the bed roughness remains much higher than that in the rough wall experiments and so the
turbulence intensity is expected to be as high or higher in the absence of stratification. Thus, these results
also suggest that density stratification is effective at suppressing turbulence, by approximately an order of
magnitude relative to the rough wall experiments, at high ReD.

In Figure 12b, we show the flux Richardson number (Rif) results for the experiments where Rif is the ratio of
buoyancy flux to TKE production. The buoyancy flux was estimated using a linear eddy diffusivity with the
form of �s5

3
ffiffi
2
p

10 ju�z [Thorne et al., 2009] and SSC gradients. The coefficient was chosen to take into account
the different approaches that this study and Thorne et al. [2009] use in shear velocity estimation. Turbulent
shear flows collapse when Rif exceeds a critical value Ric, where the energy required to mix sediment over
the water column is more than the available kinetic energy provided by the flow [Turner, 1973; Winterwerp,
2006]. As a result, the flow becomes more stratified and cannot mix. We observe that Richardson numbers
maintain a critical value close to 1

4 for ReD < 550. This critical value is consistent with the observations of
Trowbridge and Kineke [1994] and close to 0.15, the prediction of Turner [1973] for critical flux Richardson
number. When ReD > 550, the flux Richardson number exceed the critical value and the flow becomes
more stratified. This region likely corresponds to the supersaturated conditions described by Winterwerp
[2006] where we anticipate a collapse of the concentration profile and of the turbulent flow field.

Despite the strong turbulence suppression, we do not observe any evidence of laminarization of the flow in
our data, however. TKE was always significant in the wave boundary layer, even in highly stratified conditions
and the wave boundary layer was always much thicker than what would be expected for laminar flow. One
likely explanation for this is that there is always some roughness on the sediment bed in the experiments,
whereas there is no perturbation except the initial condition in the Ozdemir et al. [2010a] simulations. Perhaps
more importantly, the sediment concentration is a result of the wave forcing in the experiments, instead of an
independent prescribed parameter. Altering wave conditions can change the concentration threshold
required for complete laminarization dramatically. Baas et al. [2009] showed experimentally that doubling the
velocity increased the threshold sediment concentration necessary for laminarization eightfold. Although their
experiments were not in wavy environments, one can assume that similar trends might be applicable to wave
boundary layers. Thus, we expect that the threshold for laminarization will continue to increase as the wave
forcing increases, even as the near-bed sediment concentration also increases.

8.3. Transitional Behavior and the Role of Fine Sand
The results summarized in Figure 11 and associated discussion indicate that the flow undergoes a transition
when ReD � 450; high-concentration layers can only form when ReD exceeds this threshold. It is instructive
to investigate the dynamics leading to this threshold behavior. Our results support the hypothesis that the
threshold near ReD5450 is a consequence of increases in the concentration of fine sand in suspension,
which generate higher near-bed stratification, and decreases in ripple steepness.
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In Figure 12c, the average sand fraction in the water column is shown based on the measurements of Lamb
and Parsons [2005] who performed very similar experiments in a modified version of the same facility as the
present experiments. We show the average sand concentration 10 cmab and the average value below it.
The fine sand concentration in the water column is close to zero for low ReD. Above ReD5300 the amount
of sand suspended near the bed increases dramatically until it reaches close to 25% for ReD > 450. This shift
results in a higher settling velocity and settling flux in the high-concentration layer, increasing the near-
bottom stratification. Also, because turbulence is low above the boundary layer, fine sand particles are pri-
marily limited to the boundary layer, further increasing the stratification, especially at the top of the layer.
The intensified stratification likely suppresses turbulence, leading to a feedback that contributes to collapse
of the layer thickness.

The sand dynamics may also influence the transition through their impact on ripple formation. Below
ReD5450, the prevalence and influence of ripples indicates that the bed dynamics are dominated by bed
load transport. Although the initial sand fraction of the bed was only approximately 10%, Lamb and Parsons
[2005] show that winnowing results in sand fractions of 30–70% (their Table 1) on the bed for ReD < 450. As R
eD increases above 300, more and more sand is entrained into the water column from the bed load layer. This
corresponds to a decrease in ripple steepness, which likely contributes to the observed transition.

It is important to note that the dynamics are probably more complicated than the description above due to
the complexity of the sediment interactions in clay-silt-sand mixtures. Even when the sediment bed consists
primarily of sand the clay fraction can form a cohesive layer around the sand particles, resulting in signifi-
cant cohesive forces [Van Rijn, 2007]. When the sediment bed mixture consists primarily of finer particles,
the exact mechanism for sediment suspension is also difficult to characterize since silt particles typically
erode as aggregates in the form of chunks rather than individual particles [Roberts and Jepsen, 1998]. Visual
observations from our experiments are consistent with this description; sediment is initially suspended in
chunks, although it is likely that the chunks disaggregate after erosion.

The details of the suspension process cannot be fully resolved in our experiments. However, the observed
behavior strongly supports the conclusions that the threshold condition necessary for the generation of
high-concentration sediment layers is controlled largely by the character of the bed, and especially the fine
sand content. It follows that the threshold value of ReD, observed here to be 450, is probably a function of
suspended sand concentration. As a result, the threshold conditions necessary for transport of sediment in
wave-supported gravity currents will likely vary based on the grain size distribution in the bed deposit.

9. Summary and Conclusions

We carried out comprehensive, high-resolution measurements of velocity, turbulence, and suspended sedi-
ment concentration in a wave flume in order to describe the physical processes that control the formation
of wave-supported high-concentration mud layers and associated gravitational transport on the continental
shelf. Our results support the following conclusions:

1. No high-concentration sediment layer forms in Regime I, which corresponds to ReD < 450. In this regime,
ripples dominate the bed dynamics, enhancing near-bed turbulence and increasing the wave boundary
layer thickness. Turbulent kinetic energy is 2–3 times higher than corresponding rough wall experiments
with similar wave conditions.

2. A high-concentration sediment layer forms in Regime II, corresponding to ReD > 450. In this regime, the
ripple steepness is small and the stratification due to increased fine sand content in suspension sup-
presses the turbulence. Turbulent kinetic energy is lower than it is in corresponding rough wall experi-
ments with similar wave conditions.

3. The flux Richardson number maintains a critical value of ’ 1
4 for ReD < 550 and the mud layer likely

becomes supersaturated for larger ReD values where stratification is intensified.

4. The threshold conditions that differentiate between the low and high ReD regimes appear to result from
washout of ripples and the increase in fine sand concentration in the mud layer. The latter results in an
increase in settling flux and stratification in the high-concentration sediment layer, which may further con-
tribute to the reduction in the layer thickness. However, other variables that contribute to sediment avail-
ability not tested in this study are also likely to be important, such as the degree of bed consolidation.
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